The effectiveness of mutation testing depends heavily on the types of faults that the mutation operators are designed to represent. Thus, the quality of the mutation operators is key to mutation testing. Although, mutation operators for object-oriented languages have previously been presented, little research has been done to show the usefulness of the class mutation operators. To assess the usefulness of class mutation operators, we conducted two empirical studies. In the first study, we examine the number and kinds of mutants that are generated for object-oriented programs. In the second study, we investigate the way in which class mutation operators model faults that are not detected by traditional mutation testing. We conducted our studies using a wellknown object-oriented system, BCEL.
INTRODUCTION
Object-oriented (OO) programming has many useful features, such as information hiding, encapsulation, inheritance, polymorphism, and dynamic binding. Although these OO features enable developers to construct systems in a more systematic and flexible way, they introduce new kinds of faults [9] . To detect these faults, researchers have proposed approaches that apply mutation testing to OO features [2, 3, 4, 6] .
Mutation testing [5] is a fault-based testing technique that measures the effectiveness of test suite. Faults are introduced into the program by creating a set of faulty versions, called mutants. These mutants are created from the original program by applying mutation operators, which describe syntactic changes to the programs. Test cases are used to execute these mutants with the goal of causing each mutant to produce incorrect output.
To apply mutation testing to object-oriented programs, researchers have adapted existing mutation operators, which were developed for procedural-language programs, to OO programs. Researchers have also developed additional mutation operators, called class mutation operators, to detect OO specific faults. However, little research has been done to show the usefulness of the class mutation operators. For example, there is no evidence that the class mutation operators generate realistic faults or that they generate an acceptable number of mutants.
To address these issues, we conducted a set of empirical studies using an object-oriented mutation system, MuJava [8] . The objectives of our studies are (1) to examine how many mutants and what kinds of mutants are generated for object-oriented programs and (2) to investigate how many class mutation operators model faults that are not detected with traditional mutation testing.
The next section briefly describes the mutation operators and the mutation tool used for our study. Then, Section 3 presents the empirical study. Section 4 presents our conclusions and future work.
OO MUTATION SYSTEM
This section briefly describes the mutation operators and the mutation tool used for our studies.
Mutation Operators
There are two types of mutation operators for OO languages: (1) those adapted from procedural languages and (2) those developed to handle OO-specific features. We refer to these mutation operators as traditional mutation operators and class mutation operators, respectively. We implemented both types in our mutation tool and used them for our study.
Traditional mutation operators. Due to the considerably high execution costs of mutation testing, researchers have proposed a selective mutation technique, which uses a subset of the mutation operators instead all mutation operators. For traditional mutation operators, five selective mutation operators, listed in Table 1 , have been shown empirically to provide almost the same effectiveness as using the entire set of mutation operators, with cost reduction, for the programs used in the study, of at least four times that of using the entire set [7] . Thus, we used this set of mutation operators for our studies. 
Mutation Tool
For object-oriented programs, there are few mutation tools. As yet, only MuJava is a publicly available object-oriented mutation tool. MuJava (Mutation System for Java) [8] , which we developed, is a mutation system that supports the entire mutation process for Java programs. MuJava implements both traditional mutation operators (adapted for OO programs) and class mutation operators. For the operators, it automatically generates mutants, runs the mutants against a suite of tests, and reports the mutation score of the test suite.
EMPIRICAL STUDIES
Using MuJava, we conducted two empirical studies. The first study investigates the distribution of mutants for objectoriented programs and the second study investigates the effectiveness of class mutation operators. This section first describes the subject we used for our studies, and then presents the two studies.
Experimental Data
We used the BCEL (Byte Code Engineering Library) [1] system, an open source project implemented in Java, for our studies. We chose BCEL because it is widely-used program of significant size and it uses OO features extensively. Also, our familiarity with BCEL lets us generate a mutationadequate test suite for it.
Except for special kinds of classes-abstract and interface-BCEL is composed of 266 Java classes. 
Study 1: Distribution of Mutants
One of the barriers to the practical use of mutation testing is the unacceptable computational expense of generating and running enormous numbers of mutants. In this study, to approximate the execution cost of the mutation testing, we examine the number and kinds of mutants generated for BCEL.
Experimental Setup
For the 266 classes of BCEL, we generated two sets of mutants by applying (1) class mutation operators of Table 2 and (2) traditional operators of Table 1 . We then analyzed the distribution of the mutants for each set. In particular, for the traditional mutation operators, we examine whether mutation testing of BCEL generates numbers of mutants that are similar to those generated for procedural programs. Note that our analyses of traditional and class mutants are conducted with identical data, 266 BCEL classes, and the mutation tool, MuJava.
Result and Analysis
Mutants from Class Mutation Operators Table 4 shows information about mutants generated from class mutation operators. For procedural programs, the number of generated mutants is typically large. For example, 951 mutants are generated for commonly studied 30-line triangle classification program TRITYP [7] . However, in BCEL, 2996 mutants are generated for 266 classes and the average number of mutants per class is 11.35. This illustrates that, for our subject program, the number of mutants generated from class mutation operators is small, and thus does not impose a high execution cost.
One interesting result is that each class mutation operator is applied to a small number of classes. Table 4 shows that most operators are applied to approximately 10% of the classes. Only the IPC operator is applied to more than half of the classes. However, when considering all class mutation operators, most classes (97%) use at least one class mutation operator. This result suggests that class mutation operators are not dependent on each other, and that the BCEL system uses object-oriented features diversely. Table 5 shows the results of applying traditional mutation operators. The total number of mutants is seven times the number of class mutants, but less than the number of mutants generated for procedural programs. Also, only 51% of classes generate mutants from at least one traditional mutation operator. This occurs because those BCEL classes are implemented without any arithmetic or relational operators. Additionally, the result shows a distribution that is different from procedural programs. In procedural programs, the number of mutants from AOR is greater than from ROR, and the number of mutants from ABS is greater than from UOI. However, OO programs (based on our subject) show an opposite result.
Mutants from Traditional Mutation Operators

Study 2: Effectiveness of Class Mutation Operators
Although object-oriented features introduce new kinds of faults, to be detected, these faults may not require a special testing method; some faults may be detected easily with any testing method or some faults may detected with a testing method adapted from traditional testing. In the former case, mutation operators generate easily killed mutants. In the latter case, class mutation operators generate mutants that can be killed by a test suite generated by traditional mutation method. Mutation operators that model these kinds of faults are useless because they raise execution cost without increasing test quality. In this empirical study, we examine whether class mutation operators generate mutants that are killed by the traditional mutation method.
Experimental Setup
Among the 266 classes, we chose Java classes that generated the maximum number of mutants for each class mutation operator. In this study, we did not consider four mutation operators, IHD, ISK, PMD and PPD, because they do not generate any mutants for our subject (see Section 3.2). We selected 11 classes; information about them is described in Table 6 . The numbers of traditional mutants and class mutants for each program are listed in Table 7 .
For each class, we generated a test suite that kills all traditional mutants. We then ran that test suite against class mutants, and determined the number of class mutants that were killed by the test suite. Table 8 shows the killed rate of the class mutants of the 11 classes. Over 50% of class mutants are killed by the test suite. IPC, PNC, OMD, EAM and EMM operators show a killed rate greater than 95%. This high killed rate means that these mutant operators may not be useful in mutation testing of OO programs because they model the easily detectable faults. Conversely, some mutation operators such as EOA and EOC shows 0% killed rate. They can be considered to model OO faults that are difficult to detect. Therefore, they can be thought as good mutation operators for OO programs.
Result and Analysis
Although the study uses a small number of sample classes and does not consider the entire set of class mutation operators, it shows that some class mutation operators model faults that can be detected by traditional mutation testing.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents the results from two empirical studies of mutation testing with a real object-oriented system. The first study shows that the number of class mutants is relatively small compared to traditional mutation. This small number can promote the application of mutation testing to object-oriented programs. The second study shows that some class mutation operators model faults that are detected easily by tradition mutation testing. Thus, when creating selective mutation operators for object-oriented programs, these mutation operators can be omitted.
However, our study used one sample program and did not consider mutation operators for exception-handling. In future work, we will perform experimentation on more subjects, implement mutation operators for exception handling, and determine a set of selective mutation operators for class mutation operators. 
